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About This Game

Would a hero like you assassinate the president of the United States to defend the right to be Powered?

As the corrupt President Victon launches his oppressive campaign of Powered Regulation, your Legendary heroic rise
transforms into something much more: you must become a political icon fighting to restore Powered rights in America. This

new battle takes a twisted turn when your once-greatest enemy, Prodigal, tells you President Victon’s darkest secret....

Now you are faced with the biggest choices of your career: Do you trust the word of your archenemy? Will you evade President
Victon's gang of criminal bounty hunters? Can you save your family and complete your rise as a Legendary hero?

"Heroes Rise: HeroFall" completes the epic Heroes Rise trilogy by Zachary Sergi, featuring the smash hits "Heroes Rise: The
Prodigy" and "Heroes Rise: The Hero Project," interactive novels where your choices control the story. The Heroes Rise trilogy

is entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and driven by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

All of your decisions lead to this epic conclusion, where you must truly define what you believe is right and what you stand for
as a hero—and what (or whom) you’re willing to sacrifice for those ideals. Play as male or female, gay or straight, and decide

how your story will end. How many alternate endings can you unlock?
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How High Will You Rise?

 Over 118,000 words

 Play as gay or straight, male or female

 Five possible romance options

 Save your parents from the Devoid prison for Powered criminals

 Unleash your mysterious "Infini" powers
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Title: Heroes Rise: HeroFall
Genre: Indie, RPG
Developer:
Choice of Games
Publisher:
Choice of Games
Release Date: 11 Jul, 2014
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Great ending to one of the best Choice of Games series out there. The challenges you face in the game are fresh, unique, and
creative. The choices you make, from the beginning of the first book to this last one all significantly affect the final outcome. It
has some surprising twists and tense moments. Herofall also gives the whole trilogy huge replay value because of all of the
possible endings.

My only complaint is that some of the relationship scenes seem forced, which is minimal compared to everything else Herofall
does right. If you're a fan of Choice of Games, have played any of the previous games in the trilogy, or are just looking for a
good eBook type game, definitely pick this up.. Great third part and finale to a very exciting choose-your-own-adventure
trilogy!

Highly recommend the entire trilogy!

9/10. i cannot recommend this game (and the two previous instalments) enough. definitely worth the money.. An absolutlely
stellar final part in this amazing trilogy. If you've played the others in this series, and even if you haven't (though you most
definitely should), you owe it to yourself to read this.. A GREAT ENDING TO AN AMAZING TRILOGY!
The game picks off IMIDIATELY were the last one left off. So i HIGHLY recommend you play The Hero Project before this
game. If you didnt however you are givin a nice little recap of the events leading up to this game.

Wish that mass effect 3 gave all your choices meaning? THIS IS THE GAME FOR YOU! It brings back ALL the choices you
made in the first two games (so long as you transferd the saves over) and puts YOU right were you deserve to be based on those
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choices.

The consequences are real in this war. Are you ready?

10\/10 - Loved this game and anyone who loves a good story will feel the same. HIGHLY HIGHLY Recommend you buy the
trilogy pack. And start from The Prodigy.

Cant wait to see what comes next in this universe. and if this is the last we see of it? Perfect way for it to end.

Thank you for this amazing story. Chickens forever.

=============EDIT 12\/11\/2014
Just noticed it says i only have .5 hours on record. I can assure you i've played the game multiple times pouring AT LEAST 20
hours into it.... Omg i wish there were more, I only wanted to buy the first one and it got so addicting that i actually bought
them. It is so different to any other game and the story line could actually make an amazing movie or comic. An incredibly
satisfying ending to a great trilogy, though some things do feel abit rushed; namely the characterization of Black Magic, who
seems incredibly bipolar after the first game. Still, I really enjoyed the ending and how my decisions carried through to the end..
God awful name aside this game is actually pretty good. It's definitely the best out of the 3 games in the series. Thankfully the
god awful alliance mechanic is gone and you don't have to worry about being 100% lone wolf or some bull crap like that and can
experience the story much more organically. In it's place a much better mechanic is introduced- balancing regaining your powers
and keeping your health up. The plot this time around is also much more exciting. Your characters are constantly on the run,
keeping things exciting. There are some nice twists and turns along the way and I have to mention that I was actually genuinely
impressed by one of the character of Prodigal. The game actually tries to experiment a little bit with the story telling with her
character. Even though she is an ex villain she gets a chance at redemption and the player gets a chance to work alongside her
and even romance her in a really adorable scene with very bitter consequences. Personally I'd love to see more of experimental
things like that in the future, since I hardly think any Bioware game will ever allow you to form any sort of bond with the main
antagonist, it's up to indie studios like Choice of games to play around with stuff like that.
Over all I'd recommend all 3 games. They are all on the short side but for that price they are just right. They are like little
pocket rpgs that you can easily digest and forget, leaving knowing you had fun.Quick, cheep and fun. Like bargain bin drugs.. A
game as brilliant and as fleeting as the charavters who inhabit it.
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